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ABSTRACT:
This paper investigates a probabilistic model of a cold standby system. The model consists of two identical units and
a service facility.Initially, one unit isset into operation and other is kept as cold standby. After failure, the operative
unit goes under repair and the standby is instantaneously switched into operation. While performing the repair it is
assumed that the server fails. Soon afterit goes under treatment and restarts the task, thereafter.The random variables
associated with failure time of the unit,failure time of server, repair time of the unit and treatment time of the server
are assumed to be statistically independent. The probability distributions of these random variables are taken
asarbitrary with different probability density functions. The expressions for some important performance measures
of the system model are derived by exploringthe theory of semi-Markov process and regenerative point technique.
The numerical resultsthus obtainedhighlight the practicalityof the study.

Keywords:Stochastic Model, Cold-Standby, Server failure, semi-Markov Processand Arbitrary Distribution.

[I] INTRODUCTION
The standby redundancy is one of the desirable
structure arrangement sin design engineering and it
has gained much popularity among researchers. In
literature the stochastic behavior of cold standby
systems has been widely discussed by many
researchers {Hwang et al. [7], Yearout et al.
[13]}.In a cold standby system as the operative
unit failsthe standby unit has toswitch into
operation. Meanwhilethe failed unitis taken under
the server forremedial action.
Most of the
researchers, including Srinivasan and Gopalan
[12],Nakagawa and Osaki [11], Gopalan and
Nagarwalla [6], Mahmoud and Moshref [9], Jia

and Wu [8], El-Said and El-Sherbeny [5],
Bhardwaj and Malik [2], Bao and Cui [1] and
Bhardwaj and Kaur [3] have generally assumed
the server to be always in good condition and it
never fails while performing its task. But this
assumption seems quite impractical. As in real
conditions, we observe many cases where the
server fails during servicing the failed unit. Such
type of failures may occur either because of poor
skills, mishandlings of tools or due to some
mishaps. The failure of the server during any
service activity can cause unwarranted results in
terms of safety as well as economic losses. Hence
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the role of the server in a cold standby system is
very important. Regardless of these facts, the
system models with the possibility of server failure
have not been adequately discussed in the past.
Though, some recent studies {Dhankar et al. [4]
and Malik et al. [10]} have described elementary
system model sincorporating the concept of
replaceable service facility.
In this paper, keeping the above facts in view, our
aim is to develop a two unit cold standby system
model with the possibility of server failure, using
the theory of semi-Markov processes. The system
consists of two identical units and a service facility
known as the server. Initially, one unit is put into
operation while another is kept in standby. Upon
failure of operative unit the standby unit is
switched into operation and the former is sent for
repair. The single server available in the system
performs the repair. While performing the task the
server can fail which is immediately taken under
treatment. The regenerative point technique is used
to derive the expressions for various performance
measures of interest. The numerical results are
presented to show the usefulness of the study for a
particular case.
The remaining paper is organized in following
sections. SectionIII describes the assumptions of
the study. In section IVthe model is developed by
describing the states, transition probabilities and
mean sojourn times. The expression for various
performance measures are derived in section V.
The section VI presents the cost analysis and the
theoretical results are illustrated numerically in
section VII. Finally, the results and scope of the
study are discussed in section VIII.
[II] NOTATIONS
E : Set of regenerative states.
O : The unit is operative and in normal mode.
SG : The server is good.
FUr / FUR : The unit is under repair/ under repair
continuously from previous state.
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SFUt / SFUT : The server is failed and under
treatment/ under treatment continuously from
previous state.
FWr/FWR : the unit is failed and waiting for repair/
waiting for repair continuously from previous
state.
z(t)/ Z(t) : pdf/ cdf of failure rate of the unit.
u(t)/ U(t) : pdf / cdf of failure rate of the server.
g(t)/ G(t) : pdf / cdf of repair time of the failed
unit.
h(t)/ H(t) : pdf / cdf of the treatment time of the
server.
qij(t) / Qij(t) : pdf / cdf of direct transition time
from a regenerative state i to a regenerative state j
without visiting any other regenerative state.
qij.k(t)/ Qij.k(t) : pdf / cdf of first passage time from
a regenerative state i to a regenerative state j or to
a failed state j visiting state k once in (0,t].
qij.kr(t) / Qij.kr(t) : pdf / cdf of first passage time
from regenerative state i to a regenerative state jor
to a failed state j visiting state k, r once in (0,t].
qij.krs(t) / Qij.krs(t) : pdf / cdf of first passage time
from regenerative state i to a regenerative state j or
to a failed state j visiting state k, r and s once in
(0,t].
Mi(t) : Probability that the system is up initially in
state Si€ E is up at time t without visiting to any
other regenerative state.
Wi(t) : Probability that the server is busy in the
state Siupto time ‘t’ without making any transition
to any other regenerative state or returning to the
same state via one or more non-regenerative states.
mij: contribution to mean sojourn time (µi) in state
Si when system transit directly to state j so that
and

/ © : symbol for Stieltjes convolution / Laplace
convolution.
῀ /*
: symbol for Laplace Stieltjes Transform
(LST) / Laplace Transform(LT).
‘ (desh) : symbol for derivative of the function
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[III] ASSUMPTIONS
The system is developed under the following set of
assumptions:
: The system consists of two identical units.
: Initially, one unit is in operation and another is
kept as cold standby.
: A single repair facility, known as server, is
present in the system to handle repair activities.
: The server can fail during repair activity, but
not in idle state.
: After failure the server goes under treatment.
: All the repairs and treatments are perfect.
: The switch is perfect and instantaneous.
: Thefailure time of unit, repair time of unit,
failure time of server, treatment time of server are
allstatistically independent and follow arbitrary
distribution with different probability density
functions. i.e.

,

The
two-dimensional
stochastic
process
} along
with
(a,b)
represents a continuous time discrete state semiMarkov process. The entrance epochs of states 0, 1
and 2 represents the re-generative points.
4.1 State Description
The possible states of the system model are as
follows:
The regenerative states:
One unit is in operation another in cold
standby, server good.
One unit is in operation another failed
unit under repair.
One unit is in operation, failed unit
waiting for repair, failed server under treatment.
Non-regenerative states:
One failed unit is under continuous
repair and another failed unit is waiting for repair.

[IV] THE MODEL FORMULATION
Let
be a finite state continuous time
stochastic process with possible state space, Ω=
{0, 1, 2……..6}. If ,
are
the re-generative points such that
denotes the
epoch of entrance to state
and
be the time
the process spent in state n before making a
transition, known as waiting time in state n, then
the stochastic process
} represents
a Markov renewal process. Clearly it can be stated
that
}is an embedded
Markov chain and
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One failed unit continuously waiting for
repair from previous state, second failed unit
waiting for repair and failed server is under
continuous treatment.
One failed unit continuously waiting for
repair from previous state, second failed unit
waiting for repair and failed server is under
treatment.
= One failed unit continuously waiting for
repair from previous state, second failed unit under
repair.
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4.2Transition Probabilities
Let
and
be the conditional probability that the process willbe in state j next, given that it is currently in state i and
the waiting time in the current state i is no more than t i.e.
/
is the c.d.f./ p.d.f. of direct
transition time from a regenerative state i to regenerative state j without visiting any other regenerative
state.
Using probabilistic considerations we obtained the following expressions for the non- zero elements

We obtained,

Here it can be observed that
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4.3 Mean Sojourn Time
The unconditional mean time taken by the system to transit to any regenerative state
from epoch of entrance into that state

when it is counted

is given by;

Let T denotes the time to system failure then the mean sojourn time in the state

is given by;

Using these formulations, the following results are obtained
,
,

Further

,

,
,

,

,

,

[V] SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MEASURES
5.1 Reliability and MTSF
Let
be the c.d.f of the passage time from regenerative state Si to a failed state. Regarding the failed
state as absorbing state, we have the following recursive relations for

:

(5.1.1)
Taking Laplace- Stieltjes transform of above relation (5.1.1) we get therelations expressed in following
matrix form.

=

Here it should be noted that the argument s is omitted for brevity. Solvingabove matrix for
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we get
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The mean time to system failure in steady state is given by

The reliability of system model can be obtained as follows

5.2 Steady State Availability
Let
is the probability that system is up initially in state is

is up at time t without visiting any

other regenerative state then we have
,
,

Let

be the probability that the system is in up-state at instant t, given that the system entered

regenerative state Si at t=0. The recursive relations for

are as follows

(5.2.1)
Taking Laplace transform of above relation (5.2.1) we get the relations in following matrix form.

=

Solveabove matrix for

we get
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Using Tauberian theorem {Yakimiv [14]} the steady state Availability of the system is given by

5.3 Busy Period of Server
Let
be the probability that the server is busy in state

due to repairing of unit up to time t without

making any transition to any other regenerative state or returning to the same via one or more nonregenerative states and so

(5.3.1)
Again, Let

be the probability that the server is busy at instant t given that the system entered

regenerative state i at t = 0. The recursive relations for

are as follows:

(5.3.2)
Taking Laplace transform of above relation (5.3.2) we get the relations in following matrix form.

=

Solve equations matrix for

we get

The busy period of the server in steady state is given as
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5.4 Expected Number of Treatment Given To the Server
Let
be the expected number of treatments given to the server in (0,t] such that the system entered
regenerative state Si at t=0. The recursive relations for

are given as

(5.4.1)
Taking Laplace- Stieltjes transform of above relation (5.4.1) we get the relations in following matrix
form.

=

Solve above matrix for

we get

The expected number of treatment given to server in steady state is given as

5.5 Expected Number of Server Visits
Let
be the expected number of visits by the server in (0, t] given that the system entered the
regenerative state Si at t=0. The recursive relations for
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are given as
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(5.5.1)
Taking Laplace- Stieltjes transform of above relation (5.5.1) we get the relations in following matrix
form.

=

Solve above matrix for

we get

The expected number of visit by the server in steady state is given as

[VI] Cost- Benefit Analyses
The Profit incurred to the system model in (0, t] is given as follows:

As t→∞, we obtain the profit attained asymptotically i.e.

Where

(6.1.3)

Where
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And
the other hand these measures show declining
trend w.r.t.  for fixed values of other
parameters.The table shows thatthe overall
performance of system decreases with increasing
failure rate of the unit () whereas the increasing
treatment rate of server (β)enhancesit.
ii) Table2 displays the effect of unit repair rate
(α) and server treatment rate (β).

[VII] A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
To demonstrate the importance of the results we
study the effect of different parameters on
system performance measures viz. MTSF,
availability and profit. Here it is to be noted that
the failure, repair, and treatment time
distributions are taken as
Initially, we fixed some values for the
parameters as
=0.009, = 1, α = 0.09, K0= 20000, K1=500,
K2=900, K3= 300
The effect of various parameters on system
MTSF, availability and profit, as given by eqns.
(5.1.4), (5.2.3), (6.6.2) respectively, is presented
in the tabular form.

The performance measures exhibit similar trend
w.r.t. α. The values of all measures increase as α
increases. For fixed value of α, the increase in
values of MTSF, availability and profit is fast
w.r.t. increasing β. Thus it is observed that there
is a gain in system performance w.r.t. both α &
β.
iii) Table3 shows the effect of server failure ()
on system performance measures.
The adverse effect of is observed on MTSF,
availability and profit. For higher values of β
there
is
a
lesser
effect
of.

i)

Table1 shows the effect of unit failure rate
() and server treatment rate (β) on system
performance measures.
It is observed that the values of all performance
measures increase with β irrespective of . On

Table-1: Effect of unit failure rate (λ)on system performance (for α = 0.09, γ = 1)
Treatment Rate
(β)

MTSF
λ =0.009

Availability
λ =0.01

λ=0.009

Profit

λ=0.01

λ=0.009

λ=0.01

0.1

231.239

199.099

0.929

0.918

18267.104

18031.711

0.2

322.397

273.554

0.935

0.924

18298.814

18054.828

0.3

399.627

336.641

0.944

0.933

18415.179

18181.543

0.4

465.894

390.780

0.950

0.940

18507.699

18284.975

0.5

523.378

437.748

0.954

0.946

18577.542

18364.115

0.6

573.717

478.882

0.958

0.949

18631.114

18425.350

0.7

618.165

515.205

0.960

0.953

18673.208

18473.762

0.8

657.699

547.514

0.963

0.955

18707.042

18512.856

0.9

693.091

576.440

0.964

0.957

18734.781

18545.024
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Table-2: Effect of repair rate (α) of failed unit on system performance (for λ =0.009, γ= 1)
Treatment
Rate (β)

MTSF
α = 0.09

Availability
α = 0.1

α = 0.09

Profit

α = 0.1

α = 0.09

α = 0.1

0.1

231.239

243.374

0.929

0.941

18267.104

18540.841

0.2

322.397

343.739

0.935

0.945

18298.814

18553.781

0.3

399.627

428.769

0.944

0.952

18415.179

18655.380

0.4

465.894

501.730

0.950

0.958

18507.699

18736.843

0.5

523.378

565.021

0.954

0.962

18577.542

18798.301

0.6

573.717

620.445

0.958

0.965

18631.114

18845.361

0.7

618.165

669.383

0.960

0.967

18673.208

18882.271

0.8

657.699

712.910

0.963

0.969

18707.042

18911.893

0.9

693.091

751.877

0.964

0.970

18734.781

18936.145

Table-3: Effect of server failure rate (γ) on system performance (for α = 0.09, λ = 0.009)
Treatment
Rate (β)

MTSF
γ= 1

Availability
γ= 1.2

γ=1

Profit

γ = 1.2

γ=1

γ = 1.2

0.1

231.239

212.885

0.929

0.906

18267.104

17824.160

0.2

322.397

292.406

0.935

0.916

18298.814

17924.031

0.3

399.627

361.387

0.944

0.927

18415.179

18088.067

0.4

465.894

421.794

0.950

0.935

18507.699

18215.102

0.5

523.378

475.132

0.954

0.941

18577.542

18310.785

0.6

573.717

522.572

0.958

0.945

18631.114

18384.322

0.7

618.165

565.043

0.960

0.949

18673.208

18442.262

0.8

657.699

603.285

0.963

0.952

18707.042

18488.960

0.9

693.091

637.901

0.964

0.954

18734.781

18527.340

[VIII] DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
This
paper
investigates
the
asymptotic
performance of a stochastic model of cold standby
system by taking the failure of server in view.The
expressions for various measures of system
performance are derived for steady states. The
theoretical results are illustrated numerically with
an example. The numerical example reveals that
the values of MTSF, availability and profit are
lower for higher values of failure rate of the server
and the operative unit. The trend gets reversed
w.r.t. server treatment rate and unit repair rate i.e.
higher the values of server treatment and
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unit repair rates the higher will be the MTSF,
availability and profit. Therefore, the study
indicates that the desired level of reliability and
system performance can be achieved by providing
service facility of lower failure rate. Further, if the
server fails then adequate arrangements should be
there for prompt treatment.
The model developed in this paper has
applications for dynamic system modeling used in
diverse fields such as computer networking, power
generating systems, communication satellites,
management sciences and health care. This
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analysis of standby system model may direct the
engineers and system planners for ensuring high
reliability and system availability.
In future, this research can be explored by
incorporating new strategies for inspections,
repairs and replacements.
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